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Nasser: An Arab's Analysis

Pegasus Unridden, Unbeaten

by Ziad Khaled
attack on Egypt in the fall of 1956 aimed at overthrowing
The
Nasser, because the aggressors thought that Nasser was an unpopular dictator whose
people wanted to get rid of him once provided the opportunity to do so. Nasser survived
the attack, however, emphasizing again to his enemies that his people loved him and were
ready to fight with him all the way.
Anglo-French-Isra-

eli

What is the secret of Nasser's
popularity? Examining him closely, we find that he is not a
particularly complicated character: his strength lies in the sincerity with which he holds certain

beliefs: beliefs which compaid to
have
them in many countries but which
are really the bedrock of so strong
simple
monly

hp-servi-

ce

personality.
The commonest cliche about
Nasser is that he is a 'dictator'.
The people who call him this wish
to spill over him a little of the
stale water of the '30s. In America these tactics applied to liberals
The
would be called a 'smear'.
concept of what a dictator is, or
is not, needs perhaps a little examination.
'Dictator' in modern times has
a

savour. It suggests
dictatorial manner
suppressing freedom with the help
of secret police. It is significant
that while the communists have
not avoided the concept (in their
phrase 'dictatorship of the proletariat') European dictators have
an unpleasant
of
someone

preferred to call themselves Fue-hrerDuce, Caudillo or President.
The word dictator is used to condemn someone who is opposed to
fundemenial principles of democracy. It is in this sense that his

e,

enemies

have called

Nasser

a

paratus?

If so, which one? The
French, with its multiplicity of
parties? The English, where one
of the two giant parties captures
power in the Commons for five
years? The American, where no
one can define the idealogical differences between two immemorial
groupings?
Or is the essence of
democracy the triumph of popular will? This is what it meant to
the Greeks, who invented the expression. To them the rule of the
people could express itself as
often through the personality of
a man in whom the people had
confidence, as in a system of rep-

resentation.
Very often the apparatus of
modern democracy: parliaments,
parties and elections, is the screen
let down between the people and
those rich men who control real
power. This was exactly the case
in Egypt before the Revolution.
There was a parliament; there
were parties; there was office and
the fruits of office. But did the
governments responsible to King
Farouk, in truth express the will
of the Egyptian people? Those
who visited Egypt in those times
could see little connection between the great patient people
who tilled the soil and the mercenary pashas who formed the

No. 8

hand of raising the dignity of
Egyptian life to the level it enjoyed before the Mamelukes and
Ottomans, and on the other, of
overcoming the economic disasters of a far too rapid increase of
population during the last cen-

tury.

In such a situation only those
who worship indiscipline
and
chaos would argue: "Yes, I agree
Nasser is popular.
That is not
the point
He is too popular.
You must invent an opposition,
even if there is none (except for
the landowners) so that the system can be called genuinely democratic." That would be to sacrifice order and the possibility of
advance to a mere word which
has no particular meaning to the
mass of Egyptian workers.
Granted, then, that Nasser is
popular, granted, also, that he is
regarded by his people as its
spokesman and its defender, is he
a communist?
This question is
fantastic to anyone who knows
(Continued on page three)

by John M. Anderson
In these latter day fifties the beat generation has come to
sing, and we are supposed to hear their wails through a fog
of smoked tea and a mist of California wines. The voices of
this beat generation drone uncon
cernedly from an obscure San
Francisco jazz cellar and proclaim
the credo of the academic reactionaries. The poets rail against
three buttoned straight jackets,
stuffy university libraries and a
host of New Criticism writers.
The apparent objective of the
beatific school is to avoid any
concern with the greatest concern,
to care about not caring.
Until recently the beat spokesmen chanted their loose poetry in
the San Francisco bay wash, but
with the conception and birth of
the Evergreen Review these writers have found a large scale
sounding board. This diaper clad
publication provided an audience
for the individual beater as well
as his fellows.
The entirity of
the Evergreen issue 2 was composed of beat writers, thus the
poets were in familiar uncompetitive company.
CRASHES BIG TIME
Now the beat generation has
crashed the big time. With the
publication of Allen Ginsberg's
Ready To Roll in the Partisan
Review the beat voice enrolled
in the academic press. The Partisan is clothed in 25 solid years

Dave Bootblack's
At Club Bio hernia

cabinets.
diciaior.
(from the back of a record album)
Before we decide if the word
Today, no observer, however
applies to the Egyptian leader, we hostile, has denied that the great
Last night, at the newly rewired
must ask what the principles of majority of the Egyptian people Club Blohemia, Dave Bootblack the Star Spangled Banner, and
Bootblack, in a fit of chauvinism,
democracy are which the dictator solidly support Nasser. They are & Co. opened for a forty-seve- n
answered by "quoting" Martians
is said to menace. Are they habits behind him in a task that would
week stay amidst wild cheers of Go Home.
Bates, now getting
of a particular
ap
baffled Hercules: on the one

parliamentary

have

Towers Treated By Talker;
Ancient Dura Exerts Influence

Taj

There is a span of over nineteen
Greek, architectural styles, and
centuries between the death of
was a product of the
Alexander the Great in the royal
envisioned by Alexander
palace in Babylon, rebuilt at his
state of harmony
as
eventual
the
own direction, and the erection of
that would exist between the
the emperor
Shah Jehan's exconquered
"like-mind-ednes-

the Taj

quisite
mausoleum,
Mahal, at Agra, India.
However
great this span of years may
seem, the Greek cultural influe-

nce in Asia, initiated by Alexander in his thirteen years of
conquest and colonization of the
East, clearly endured, at least in
architecture, down to the seventeenth century of our era, albeit
finally rather tenuously.
DURA'S INFLUENCE

any rate, is the conclusion one would draw from the
'ecture entitled "Dura Europas:
the Greeks in
the East," delivered
by Dr.
Frank E. Brown of Yale
University, on the evening of the
S'xth of this month. Dr. Brown
traced the development of a style
01
architecture first seen in a
Slrgle temple
in the ancient
colony city of
Dura, near the
headwaters of the Euphrates River, through
a series nf like struc
tures of
later dates, and noted
the metamorphasis
of this style
through succeeding
centuries. Th
mpie uself, reconstructed
araw HIPS frrm infnrrrntinn rriiron
y the
pattern and structure of
'ts ruins,
was a union of both
tastern and Western,
that is,
This, at

Greeks and the

s"

Asians.

METAMORPHOSIS
More particularly, the Greek influence is apparent, in the proin the
cess of metamorphasis,
style of the facades of the succession of buildings mentioned by
The facade of the
Dr. Brown.
original example at Dura contained a high, round center arch
and two smaller arches, one at
either side of the center, all three
of which gave entrance to three
separate chambers of the temple,
itself a large, plain, box-lik- e
structure, not at all very Greek
in appearance. In the wall above
the smaller side arches were
arches of the same size which
served as windows. Dr. Brown
followed the development of this
form through its appearance in
buildings of the period closely
following that in which the
temple at Dura was erected,
wherein it was most similar to the
original, give or take a few frets
or curlicues used for ornamentation, then on into its use in the
style more strictly associated with
the Orient, as in mosques found
all over the Middle East. In these
(Continued on page three)

ecstasy and the fervent prayers
really hot, reasserted himself by
of converts who threw away their playing
the chorus from Aida in
James Dean and New Criticism double time.
pins to join the ever increasing
Avant-gard- e
As the tempo grew thicker and
number of 100
faster, even the more inhibited
Americans who follow
members of the audience began to
get up and do wildly expressive
As the Quartet shuffled out on
dances. When Desmond changed
to the stage, all the lights went
from Mambo time to Polka rhyout except two purple and red
thm and then to a Gregorian
spotlights focused on THEM. The
chant all in the course of one bar,
Tun"Night
in
was
first number
six people fainted. Sweat rolled
isia," a modern classic by Izzy
down all of THEIR faces as they
Gillespie. Joe Dodge, the drumto outdo one another in
mer, began by striking his newly tried
technical
executions. Driving and
designed phallic symbol with his guiding
whole group with its
the
a
set
which
thumbnail,
left
impeccable rhythm, Dave's foot
Tunisian mood. When the num- clopped steadily on the floor, his
ber was over, I noticed that Bates little toe counter-pointinThe
was giggling. I suspect that he crowd moaned and twisted with
knows Tunisian and understood artistic orgasm.
Suddenly, the
the words we were singing.
most beautiful sound ever created
Next was a beautiful ballad by men came from Desmond's
Maiden." Half- saxophone in the form of a long
called "Mau-Ma- u
way through this number Boot- drawn out monotone. I noticed
black and Desmond began taking that Desmond himself had lapsed
alternate series of four bars. into a petit mal and was unable
Desmond was winning by points to remove the instrument from
when the MASTER suddenly cut his mouth. Bootblack, not to be
him by taking five bars instead of out done, threw a grande mal and
four. The audience roared with inadvertantly smashed his hand
At this
glee. To end the piece, Bootblack through the keyboard.
switched to waltz rhythm while point, the conflicting musical enDesmond played counterpoint (us- ergies became so great that the
ing Etruscan chord progression). walls of the Club Blohemia gave
When Joe Dodge finally lost the way and everyone was covered
beat and began to cry, it was all with five feet of concrete. All
over and the audience applauded the members of the Quartet were
gratefully.
killed except Joe Dodge who was
the
announce
not
did
Bootblack
this morning recruited as head
title of the next number, but he cymbalist for the Chinese Marchsurreptitiously intimated that it ing Band of Bangor, Maine. It is
was a musical interpretation of
rumored at Birdland that BootEinstein's Theory of Relativity.
as
Bates drew laughter from the black will soon be reincarnated
M.B.
bongos.
of
a
pair
from
a
riff
interpolating
by
crowd
BOOT-BLACKIS-

M.

g.

of printing and, with the Yale,
Kenyon, and Sewanee quarterlies,
has been carrying the mainline of
America's letters. These reviews
have been the butt of the carpings
voiced by the beat San Francisco
set who consider these publications the pale voices of ivory-ivie- d
tower critics.
Kenneth Rexroth in the Evergreen Review tells us that, San
Francisco, "is a long way from
Astor Place or Kenyon College."
He also says in the same review
that, "William Everson . . .is probably the most profoundly moving
and durable of the poets of the
San Francisco Renaissance." Rexroth cries against the chief quarterlies in this country for their
staleness and then lauds the poets
of the California coast. This will
unravel itself as a strange paradox. As Ginsberg crashed the
Partisan Review so has Everson,
known as Brother Antoninius,
O.P., filtered his way into the
winter issue of the Kenyon Review. It appears that the beat
voices are not quite content with
their little west coast jazz cellars
and are trying to move into the
(Continued on page three)

Do Hoods Hop?
The entire student body is looking forward to the Sophomore
Dance this evening, Saturday,
February 17, especially because
the advertising campaign for this
event will then end. The perpet-uato- r
and of
of this campaign
the dance, Mr. Samuel Hough,
was interviewed recently concerning the dance.
Q: Sam, why were you prevented from playing recorded advertisements through the Peirce
Hall speaker system?
H: They wanted to avoid starting a tradition.
Q: Don't you think that the
sophomores have indicated that
the student body is expected to
degrade the Kenyon tradition by
appearing at the affair as hoodlums?
H: Yes, I would say so. Not at
all, though.
Q: We understand that a group
of seven Wooster students, led by
Dick Stevens, are providing the
music.
H: The Stevens' aggregation is
reported to be fairly talented and
to have a rich repertoire . . . rock
and roll, latin American, etc. As
the dance ends at two, Dean has
parties. The
forbidden post-danboys are expected to be in bed
girls to be rebefore
turned to the stock yards before
they turn back into pumpkins.
Q: I understand, Sam, that
you're turning into a wolf.
H: Bark, bark. . . .
Q: What's this dance going to
cost me Sam?
H: Tickets, which have been
"filtered down to a measly" $1.50
for a couple, are being sold at the
d
door. But, be
that
there are no refreshments, although the coffee shop will be
open.
Q: What, no refreshments?
H: I don't think I have to answer that question?
Q: What question?
H: Bark, bark. But really, can't
(Continued on page four)
ce
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THE SPOKESMAN
Concerned over a lack of efficiency in the College's academic
calendar, several members of the faculty have suggested various
revisions for the calendar. And it has become apparent that a
better teaching and, subsequently, a better learning job could be
accomplished by using the year more effectively.
Always the first semester, with its lame duck period between
Thanksgiving and Christmas, the short interval between Christmas
and exams and the scarce break between exams and second semester,
has presented a problem.
UNBROKEN SEMESTER
Already at least two plans have been put before the faculty.
According to one of these, the college would open in the first week
of September; the first semester would continue through until
Christmas; only Thanksgiving Day itself and the Saturday morning
of Dance weekend would be recessed; exams would be over by
about December 20. A month recess would follow, the second
semester beginning around January 20. Second semester would
run through May 15, including exams: Commencement would follow
about four days later.
Through this plan students would be able to better maintain
their work level. The month break between semesters would give
the students a more relaxed, anxiety free vacation, leaving them
fresh for the next semester's trials. Faculty members would have
more time free for marking and evaluating, leaving more time, too,
for consideration of academic decisions by the faculty committees.
This plan would also enable teachers a longer period to work out
their courses for the next semester.
Objections to the above plan may arise from the athletic department and the maintenance and Pierce Hall staffs. This proposed
calendar would conflict with sports schedules, especially because of
break and the early terminus of the school
the long
Pierce Hall people,
year in May. Then, too, the maintainance staff
would find themselves without work during four
custodians, etc.
weeks of the winter. Also, some professors might find this type of
a schedule a hinderance to their research work. Objections from
the student body might arise because of the early Septembr date,
which would cut down on their summer earning capacity, the
tedium of a long unbroken semester. Some students might claim,
also, that they write their papers and study for their exams over
the Christmas and Easter hiatus.
mid-semest-

er

QUARTER-TER-

M

The other plan proposed at this time would change the calendar
system, eliminating the semester program which
to a three-quartwe use today. Courses would probably extend over the entire year,
smaller courses being incorporated into the larger ones. There would
be provisions for students who wished to transfer from one course
to another at the end of the term period. The school year would
begin approximately at the same time as it does now; a break would
occur at Christmas and one in the latter part of March.
Preceding each break there would be a four day exam period, the
marks received during these periods would count much like those of
the "downs." At the end of the school year there would be a final
exam for each course. The credit system now used would have to
system, corresponding to the breaks.
d
be revised to a
Those proposing this idea think that their system would give
the academic program a consecutiveness which they feel is lacking
today. If the national effort should require it, this type of system
could be expanded into a four term plan, extending into the summer,
as being exploited at O.S.U. It, too, would do away with the lame
duck period in December and would also place a larger emphasis
on the student, as he would have to keep on "his toes" for an entire
year.
CONSIDERATION, YET NEED
Both of these plans are only in the stage of being considered;
both could be changed radically; too, new and entirely different
suggestions could be proposed by the time the faculty committee is
prepared to reveal its findings to the college. And, it is doubtful
whether any plan would be put into operation before 1959 or 1960.
However, since any change in the calendar would effect the
undergraduate body, the Collegian has taken this opportunity to
present the current ideas. There is no doubt that a change is needed.
The present calendar is inefficient. It permits a depressive, weak
period in the academic year; it allows for an inconsistency in the
faculty.
work; it puts a strain on an already
Of the two systems now proposed, the first mentioned would
appear to be the most desired from the academic viewpoint. It would
allow the same type of course scheduling as used now through its
unbroken semester term, it would incorporate a certain strength and
consistency to the instruction. Then, too, the long break would come
as a refreshing element to the students, giving them time for general
reading, a chance to make some extra cash and a period of undisturbed relaxation.
er

one-thir-

over-burden-

ed
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Alien Evaluates
Literary Lords

Xa putain
by Mark Bricklin
Edgar Bogardus' most recent
poem, Le Puritian et La Putain,
appeared in the December issue
of Poelry. It is in the tradition
of his better poems, such as The
Closet and The Lament of Orpheus, which deal largely with
Puritanism, sin, and repression of
emotion in modern society. A few
lines from Lament of Orpheus
will introduce the theme of his
latest poem: "In dirt I found the
murdered strength they stole.The
intensity of lust that like a ghost
Takes on a murky shape to last
a night . . . There in the silence
that is violenceIt is buried by the
bowels of the mind.The strength
of passion has gone underground
Where like the blackest secret it
is kept."
Le Puritan et La Putain is a
witty, ironic dialogue between a
forensic bawd and a sexually suppressed puritan. Indignant because of the latter's attitude, la
putain asserts, "Though I have let
my body be demeaned,Which is
the holier, body or mind?", for
she has opened her mind to no
one. She goes on to say that the
money she receives acts as a
"detergent" for her abused body.
The puritan agrees on the healing
powers of money, but insists that
it be used "only in the service of
the mind." Thrift to him is a
"detergent" for the
yearnings which plague
his mind. But the girl has him
here: "Then you have sold your
mind publicly.Nothing under hell
is half so low." Her last speech,
a rather startling moral evaluation of the conflict, is the strongest
part of the poem and concludes
"At
with the following lines:
either end of Eden, I, the west,
And you, the east, we keep the
world a waste.We guard the
garden, you and I, who liveTo
stand with our hot swords in front
Suppression of true
of love."
feeling as a reaction to suffering,
and the guilt and hostility arising
from the cephalization of passion
are seen as two big contributors
to modern frustration.
Although Lament of Orpheus
with its concentrated drama and
intense mood is the better poem,
Le Puritain et La Putain shows a
perceptive exploration into the
reality created by that and other
poems, and this is probably the
best sign of a healthy poet.
Mr. Bogardus will bring out a
second volume of poetry in the
spring or fall.
never-to-be-fulfill-

ed

THE UNEMPLOYED
INCANTATIONS
In the same issue of Poetry,
there is an interesting dialogue-essa- y
by Karl Shapiro entitled
"The Unemployed Magician." It
is a dream-lik- e
discussion between the poet and the "god of
letters." The first half of it cong
sists mainly of a flood of
accompanied by incondite remarks about everyone from
Anne Morrow Lindbergh to W. B.
Yeats. Eventually, the god begins
talking some sense and the theme
of the writer as magician is taken
up. A few ideas emerge as
significant:
"Wizards are the most ancient
class of men. Music, dancing,
acting all have their origin in
magic. This wizardry is sometimes very frightening: it has
driven people to mass hysteria,
flagellation and even suicide.
People are aware of this. They
expect you to build a bridge from
the subconscious to the conscious,
(emphasis mine). They want to
come under your power. But they
have withdrawn their faith from
you . . .
"Poetry has been interfering
with the growing light of consciousness but it has only been
successful in drawing the curtains
over its own windows . . .
(Continued on page four)
name-droppin-
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by Marc
Editor's note:
In order to obtain a different
view of this campus's only organized, undergraduate literary effort,
the editors of the COLLEGIAN
forwarded the first issue of HIKA
to a student at another college.
The results, untarnished by Kenyon intrigue, are printed above.
The editor of the Collegian
writes me that not everyone is
in the habit of reading Hika. He
thinks it might be interesting if
someone "from the outside" were
to point out to "those who do not
read" what they are missing. I
am, therefore, in the unusual position of explaining to a highly
from the evidence of
literate
Hika I might almost say 'literary'
college what the content of
their own literary magazine is.
First of all, I would like to say
that if you don't know who the
Contributors are, you should look
them up. They appear to be very
interesting and unusual people.
Either that or Mr. Parsons and
Mr. Donovan have written some
very imaginative descriptions.
I do not know what Mr. Bricklin is like as a poet, but "I should
say that he is well on his way
to becoming a successful prose-write- r.
I do not mean this in any
I mean that
pejorative sense
Mr. Bricklin will probably soon
graduate to publishing for money.
He writes a good sentence, and his
words are fresh, usually
there
are some exceptions, as for example, "gazed blankly" and "Not
slowly, but steadily."
And, on
the other hand, his adjectives
sometimes seem too fresh. I am
not exactly sure what abortive
sewers do, but I imagine they
don't work very well. Nor can
I imagine a "convulsive flash,"
"inaudible music," "a doubtful
leg," and "a wormy-lookin- g
stool."
These are all small criticisms, but
they do point out a lack in degree
of immediacy of the image.
The story is action-packea
slight heart attack, suggested
adultery, suicide, and reconciliation. The interesting thing about
the heart attack and the suicide
is that they are not really action.
We are just told about them. They
did make me hope for big things
to come but, when big things
didn't come, I was a little disappointed. Although this peripheral
action helps the story move, it
also obscures the main action
which is concerned with the
mixed-u- p
girl, Karen Lieber.
Mrs. Lieber's affair with some
low boheme really gets Karen
mixed up. And then comes the
reconciliation and "a deep bond
of sympathy."
Just how this
comes about, I'm not quite sure. I
think it is because Karen realizes
that her parents are mutually at
fault ("They had all had their
troubles, the three of them . . .").
but, as I said, this doesn't seem to
be quite enough. At any rate,
Karen is satisfied: "So great did
this feeling become that she had
to suppress a sudden desire to
embrace her mother and murmur
into her ear that she understood
everything." Karen is regenerated
to the extent that she rejects
bohemia for Stu's party, but,
". .
she knew in the terrible
depths of her soul that she would
find nothing
nothing but the
graceful little sand dunes, the
dried out sea shells, and bits of
flotsam tossed up by the indifferent surf."
Mr. Bricklin shows considerable
talent in the depiction of the
Kafkaesque party at Keith's, and
really does convince one that
private parties are best.
If the ending of The Private
Party seemed slightly insufficient,
I can only say in fairness that the
d:

.

Silverman
ending of As Good an Excuse as
any is very weak. Mr. Pape's
whole story is dependent on an
ironical ending which somehow
fails to be very ironical. As far
as I can tell, rather than irony
we have a moral: If you want to
be a writer who writes about
you had better catch
everything that everybody says.
However, aside from an unsuccessful ending, Mr. Pape writes
good prose. At times it has a
lilting, almost lyrical quality,
Take, for example: "A pile of
sugar, buzzing with flies, was
made beautiful by a four peialled
fan that cast a shadow rhythmi-cally,or, "She cursed, in time
with the fan, the lateness of the
new girl, slowly." ..Maybe it's just
the rhythm of the fan.
Both Mr. Anderson and Mr.
Ward wrote good poems for Hika.
There is not much more I can say
about them.
Mr. Anderson's
Marble
Orchard
seems very
Wastelandish, and I would be
very happy if someone can tell me
what the last sentence means. I
have the same difficulty with
particular parts of Mr. Ward's
poem, Good Friday. The Foolish
Heir I like best of all the poems,
with the possible exception of
Marble Orchard if I could understand more of it.
Mr. Burgess is too inconsistent
in his metaphor-makin- g
for my
taste. I suppose that I should
justify that. Look at the first few
lines of his first poem in Hika.
The first two lines gave me the
idea of Washington as a cow, but
cows don't have shirt fronts. So
it must be something else. Or
maybe it's not a metaphor after
all. Some lines in his poem I liked
as much as any in Hika, however.
life-as-it-i-

s,

"

God-feari-

ng

sinners

Loving their laws,
Living alone,
The shopkeepers of England
Carved in stone.
If Mr. Burgess could sustain
throughout a whole poem what
he can do in some lines he would,
I think, be a better poet.
Mr. Henning's poem. Snow, is
not a very literary poem. I mean
that it has none of the attitudes
or approaches which we hare
come to associate with a large
body of modern poetry. In fact
I find it rather refreshing to come
across this kind of poem nowadays.
I am not sure that Mr.
Henning was completely successful, however.
Mr. Gelbspan's article on Huxley and Jung I found interesting,
but I am not sure I understand
either of them better than I did
before. I find Mr. Gelbsan's conclusion especially confusing.
says, "The nature of
man being what it is, the emotional realization
of relatives
seems unsatisfactory. Thus the
increased scope of Jung's can only
lead, it seems, to this type of
absolutism." This "absolutism" is
the tendency to draw "absolute
conclusions" by using our minds
rather than our instinct. Mr. Gelbspan seems to think, along with
Huxley, that we should realize
our own impotence through instinct and thus arrive at an acceptance of our own existence.
Well, it's always nice to accept
existence, but I can't see that its
necessary to give it all up right
now.
Since, with one exception, a"
the contributors have at least two
more years at Kenyon, I think
that "those who read" can look
forward to some good Hikas.
Mr-Gelbspa-

n

An Aphorism:
Some of my best friends are compulsory Episcopalians.
D-H--

K-
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Contest Ignites Fire

Cellar Sky Light Brings

Rumor has it that midnight oil
unseasonably early nmg play,
is flaring up

this semester and quills still blunt
being pushed into
from finals are
service prematurely. Arms shoved
elbow deep into piles of dust and

rejection slips are dredging up
manuscripts which haven't seen
the light of day since high school.
The cause of all this mysterious
activity is the approaching
play contest, which is
tentatively scheduled for March 8.
The plays must be written by a
current member of the student
inter-fraterni-

bodies of

Kenyon College or

ty

Bex-le- y

Hall, and presented by the
fraternity with which the aspiring
playwright is affiliated.
Also,

the dramatic club hopes

to make this anticipated rivalry
a chronic occurence by introducing into the competition for the
first time a permanent trophy.
This will be awarded to the group
the win- judged as performing

Nasser
(Continued from page one)
the Arab Islamic
needs asking in a

politicians produce

world, but it
country where
excuses

one

after another from their top hats,
their excuse, that
and where
Nasser is a communist and needs

suppressing, was

the last in

a

period of conjuring with words.
Nasser has one thing in common
with Khruschev: an outstanding
frankness. Both men can say un-

diplomatic things when roused
which they probably regret afterwards. The violence of Nasser's
language about America, after the
sudden withdrawal of the offer
for assisting in the Aswan Dam,
was an example of this verbal

impetuosity.

certain that if Nasser were
a communist, he would say so,
without embarassment. ..In fact,
the most cursory reading of his
book and his speeches, as well as
the barest acquaintance with the
type of nationalist he is, shows
that he is far removed from being
Nationaa dialetical materialist.
lism has often been a cloak for
unworthy motives, but just as
there are genuine patriots, so
there have been in this century
genuine
men in
nationalists:
whom the image of their own life
has been fused with the sufferings
and grandeurs of their nation.
The young Nasser,
in his
photographs was not the handsome, burly figure of today. Then
he was tall, thin, sullen brooding;
a boy who could not be happy
while his people were oppressed.
The fusion between Nasser and
It is

people is so intimate that
there is no room left for
or speculation: hence his
incorruptibility, which is perhaps
the quality in him which his

his

self-intere- st

dislike the most. This
will govern his
relations with communists as well
as with capitalists.
He will not
willingly become a satellite.
Only if he is driven into a
Position where he must surrender
or fight to
death will he allow
Russian volunteers to assist him.
And the party whose
leader made
a Pact
with Stalin can hardly
blame this Egyptian
nationalist
lf he
makes a pact with Khrus-CfleComplete reliance on Rus-s'- a
is not what
Nasser sought, or
seeks. When he was newly in
Power, he asked for arms from
the West.
He received evasive
replies. He
could not rebuild the
d'griity of Egypt
without an army
capable of defending
its frontiers.
He took
arms from Russia. The
only
criticism which he might
reap on
that score among the
Arabs is that he
took too few, and
00
late: for the legend that
srael is a peace-lovin- g
state has
been exploded
by Ben Gurion
once
and for all (Even if there
Was a
Torah in the jeep which
enemies

incorruptibility

v.

this group then having
its name inscribed upon it and
being entitled to keep and display it until the competition
year when its right to keep next
the
trophy will be challenged again.
Whatever your fraternity's aspirations,
remember that the
absolute deadline for declaring
your intention to enter the
play contest is February 21. So, start today. Get
inspired! Invoke the muse! But
mainly, declare an intention to
enter to Al Loxterman, Middle
Kenyon 117, before February 21,
knock off a few lines that take
less than twenty minutes to read,
and get together a group of struggling thespians and enough henchmen to render audience support
on that fateful evening of March
8 when your name hits the Hill
Theatre footlights with a resounding roar.
inter-fraterni-

anti-wester- n,

shoe-licke-

ng

TO ALL FRESHMEN: This is
a plea for your talents. The Col-

legian needs fresh blood and it
might as well be yours. There
are positions open in both the
business and editorial department.
Save this paper from becoming
debate.
one big Arab-Jew

;

On

.

u

I

ty

first crossed the demarcation line
into the lands "where Moses communed with God").
Many who might agree with
this picture of Nasser as not a
dictator nor a communist might
say: "Yes, but he is
and we are of the west." There I
think is the greatest error of all.
Of course, Nasser is not a friend
of the west, if by friend you mean
bought tool, servile stooge, obser.
quious
The British
Government has relied on this
kind of friend for many decades.
But does it still think the money
wisely spent? A bought friend
can overnight turn into a bought
enemy, if you are outbid.
Nasser could never consent to
be such a 'friend.' For him, as for
any sincere man, friendship must
be on the basis of equality. And
this sense of equality is what no
Western statesman has been prepared to accept. There must always be a measure of talking
down, of patronizing, when dealing with Arabs: that is the
impression
the ablest western
diplomats have given. Treaties
of alliance have been fashioned
in accord with this principle. Also,
while the west does everything
for the Hungarian refugees, almost nothing is done at all for the
human beings who have lost their
homes in Palestine.
At best, it is somehow assumed
that they can be resettled elsewhere, as though they were so
many herds that could be moved
onto another pasture. And while
no western power would allow an
Israel to be hacked out of its
territory, it is assumed by western diplomats that they will find
Arab friends prepared to allow an
Israel to be hacked out of their
lands. No such friends exist. As
for Nasser, he will never be the
friend of the West while the West
demands of him things which no
nationalist can
concede.
On February 21st, eight million
Egyptian and Syrian voters will
elect Nassar the first President of
the United Arab Republic. The
history of the Middle East will
remember this man who started
a Revolution against feudalism
and social discrimination and imperialism and political jeopardy.
The merger of Egypt and Syria is
the first step towards a complete
Arab unity and the formation of
a strong block in the Middle East
which, if the West learns to deal
with it on the basis of mutual
respect and sincerity, will find it
a true and reliable friend against
Communism.
self-respecti-
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"Don't Quote Me!"
"Why Did You Rape Her?"
Lawyer-Pries- t,
David C. Bayne,
Dean of the University of Detroit law school, in his speech on
"Law and Modern Morals," insisted that "the law has the single
most important impact on our
culture short of religion."
Proceeding
from these first
premises, the good Father emphatically stated the fact that behind the law stand the law schools
which are the active centers of
creative judicial thought.
This
situation, outside of the fact that
it provides intellectual stimulation
for law students, arises out of the
plightful condition of the acting
judiciary who are too busy enforcing the law for objective contemplation.
Examplifying the fact that the
law was not perfect, the Father-Dea- n
chose several abortive incidents of English judgment including a not so famous rape case, and
proposed the question of "test-tub- e
adultery" to plead for new
leadership and honesty in our law
and culture.
The Father's speech aroused
many questions all of which were
touched on in the period following
Church historian
the lecture.
Salomon seemed to phrase the
central question of the evening:
"Is the law created for man or is
man created for the law?" The
Father agreed.

Tai
(Continued from page one)
latter structures the facade final
ly became encrusted with the
complex arabesques of the art of
Islam, and lost the simplicity of
profile so characteristic of the original versions of the form
though many of the earlier
mosques maintained the vestiges
of columns,
degenerated into
mere ornamental relief. Thus, in
its last grand manifestation, in
the Taj Mahal, one finds the fa
cade, though clearly reminiscent
of the original rendition, changed
into what is seemingly a typically
Oriental form: the basic pattern
of a large center arch and two
smaller side arches remains, but
the round arches have changed to
equilateral arches with sharply
pointed crowns, in the manner of
the Moslem school, and the classical simplicity is lost in the exquisite scroll work surrounding
the arches.
MERE HYPOTHESIS?
One has a tendency to doubt
the validity of a claim to Greek
influence in anything so removed
from it in time and spirit as the
Moslem architecture of our own
era, but the data presented by Dr.
Brown, amidst the coughs,
squeeks, rumblings, and
whispering of crowded
Philomathesian Hall, shows the
g
weaving of a
strand of Greek influence to
be more plausible than mere hypothesis. The facts allow, at least,
the admission that there is a continuous similarity, through succeeding centuries, to the original
temple at Dura. That the similarity is coincidence is hardly
likely.
ill-concea-

led

nineteen-century-lon-

Hope To Hung Up Poet
A review of Max Mazarin's
"Leaves of Pot"
The latest release of Light-beac- h
Press reveals another inter
esting poet of the "cellar" school.
While clearly showing the in
fluence of the San Francisc circle,
Mr. Mazarin shows a rather new
slant to the outlook of the "beat
generation."
Mr. Mazarin seems
to be the first of his school to in
clude in his interpretation of the
world, the view of stoicism.
In the piece entitled "The noisy
American," Mazarin includes the
lines:
"I have read the upstairs parlor
poets,
And heard them recite in low
laborious voices . . ."
His reflection on such scenes
leaves him, as he states:
"Hung up and lonely, I made it,
bored and blue,
alone, to where a new voice cried
the blues.
A place, The Place, where sound
and drink mingle
in a forgetful stream, and the
stream is good . . ."
Bored and alone seem to be Mr.
Mazarin's favorite words, and
seem to be rather indicative of
what he calls "the mental menopause of time." Like the other
cellar poets, Mazarin feels that
the capitalistic way of life in
America has stifled the imagination and killed the artist. His
feeling is not unlike that of Kenneth Rexroth, who wrote "who
killed the bright headed bird . . ."
Mr. Mazarin's
point, however,
takes form in a quiet complacency
rather than the noisy rebellion of

Pegasus
(Continued from page one)
higher circles of American letters.
MACHIAVELLI REVERSED
The end has become the means.
Having cursed the older publications, the too cool artists are
now chanting their muffled songs
e
enemies.
within their
This paradox has come to light in
Everson and Ginsberg in the Kenyon and Partisan reviews. The
public still remains at loose ends
in regard to the significance of
these recent developments.
one-tim-

A BRIEF VIEW

brief view of these two is
as rewarding as an intense study
of these two writers and we find
that both authors attempt to illustrate their beat theme and not
directly expound it. They paint
A

word pictures of slightly conscious
moments which would have better served adolescent prose attempts.
Everson is a bit more
toned down in the Kenyon Review than in the Evergreen Review and Ginsberg has become
thankfully shorter with Ready To
Roll than he was with Howl.
These two are brushing their
heavy coat of imagist colors over
a beat canvas, but they have
toned down their striking colors
and perhaps their main virtue in
the older reviews. Everson paints
a colder but richer picture in the
Kenyon Review and Ginsberg
uses only the phrase "Here is a
hard brown cock for a quarter."
as a shocker in the Partisan Review as opposed to line after line
of disjointed shockers in HowL
The reader at times feels as if
Ginsberg is a young boy who is
trying to capture reality with his
d
naughty phrases that
his mother would never approve.
The question which these publications raised is one concerning
of values, although
a
the themes of the beatific school
remains the same. These poets
seem to be jumping for the brass
ring of fame on the older
Are these poets changing their attitudes or are they
new-foun-

re-alignm-

ent

merry-go-roun-

d.

the others of his school. Like
them, he feels that the generation
is on the road to nowhere, but
rather than hurl insults at the
suburbia responsible for it, he
seems to be resolved to his particular fate, and to be willing to
accept it.
One must, in the final analysis,
inquire as to the significance of
literature such as that of Mr.
Mazarin. The appearance of a
poem by Allen Ginsberg, another
erstwhile member of the "beat
generation," in the reputable Partisan Review, leaves little doubt
that the voice of this generation is
one that is being recognized. What
this voice is saying is not difficult
to discern. The reasons for this
voice, and its possible influence
are of more important consideration than the actual speech. While
it would be impossible for this
review to list all the contributory
factors towards this new voice,
the general aspect of it can perhaps be explained. The voice of
these men seems to be a romanticism, or rather an emotionalism,
complete with a gamut of symbols
appropriate to a changing culture.
Libidinal frustrations, unrequited
love, suppression of imaginative
powers, and the lack of understanding are the symptoms, Mazarin feels, of an age "Sick, hung
up, and unable to make it." Perhaps the most typical of Mazarin's
pieces is the poem appearing at
the close of the book. It is entitled, "Question of the Hung
World." It reads: "Why?"
P.P.
seeking an acceptance which has
long been lacking? Everson entered the Kenyon Review with a
changed and improved style, and
although he is past 45 is yet considered a new young poet. Ginsberg has taken a single stand in
the Partisan Review presumably
for his notoriety. Ready To Roll
is at best a beat travelogue which
records hazy impressions of the
fabled Mexico city and shows the
attempt of the confused beat seekers to find and answer to the
pressures and boredoms of today.
We don't believe that editor Rahv
has lost his head, but rather he is
attempting to show Ginsberg's
poetry? in contrast to the more
firmly established Robert Lowell
or Boris Pasternak, both of whom
also appear in the winter edition.
In the case of Ginsberg, Rahv is
more than justified in printing
Ready To Roll in order to give
him the opportunity to display his
talents to the public. Everson's
appearance in the Gambier publication needs little justification for
the poet shows his rather fine
ability as a craftsman.
STUDENT INSURRECTION
These writers seem to be rebelling against the masters who
taught them, which may or may
not be just, only a retrospect will
answer this question, but their
appearance is indicative of the
subtle bond the older quarterlies
The beat generstill maintain.
ation has been circulating its lukewarm blood through small arteries for the past few years; now
cardiac San Francisco has hit the
main arteries and the endurance
of the blood is being tested. Ginsberg has certainly not made an
impressive foray into the higher
circles, but Everson may endure.
These recent publications have
focused the tension which always
exists between literary schools,
and may well be the day of judgment for the beatific beauties.
Again it will require more time
to see if America is ready to roll
without rocking the older presses
from their secure foundations.
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Sports Lords Drop
Kenyon winter sports took it
on their collective chins in recuperating from the exhaustive exam
blues. Apparently weakened by
the siege of studies, Kenyon-ite- s
had to settle for a total of two
victories in eight attempts over
the past three weeks.
The Kenyon mermen, rebounding from their loss to Bowling
Green, turned on Miami Univer-versit- y
Friday for a 0 victory.
With
Tom Wilson and
Dan Ray providing the impetus,
a
cast of determined
Lords did themselves
proud before a wildly cheering
crowd of usually staid Kenyon
men.
Perhaps the most exciting event
of the meet was the
victory of
Dan
Ray in the 200 meter swim. Turning in one of his better times this
season, Ray displayed the tenacity
and fighting spirit which has carried Kenyon swimmers to the fore
of the Ohio Conference and which
has kept them among the elite of
Ohio splashers. In passing, it
should be noted that Miami is
in the
perenially a power-hous- e
American conference.
Turning from the lions, the
mermen will meet the tigers in
the person of Kent State this
week. If the Shaefer pool men
display the same intestinal fortitude against Kent State they
should have good hunting.
Elsewhere on the Kenyon sports
scene, the watch - charm
died the death four times
in as many games as they extended their current streak to ten.
At Columbus, on Thursday night
against Capital, it was again the
story of the long and short of it.
Although the Capital quintet was
thoroughly outplayed, at the end
of the game the scoreboard regis7
in favor of Outcalt
tered
and company. Perhaps the most
56-3-

co-capta- ins

well-condition-

ed

come-from-behi-

co-capt-

nd

ain

bas-ketee- rs

74-6-

"

surgence in Kenyon's basketball
Moreover, Al Blake,
future.
freshman sharpshooter, and John
Snow, a transfer student from
Toledo University, should help to
halt the momentum of the fall of
the
the Lords. In posting its
benighted
Lords nonetheless
boast the third leading foul shooter in the nation in captain Moody.
Moody is hovering near the .900
shooting
mark in
good in any league.
Off the cuff: Reed Craig deserves an accolade as the most improved Kenyon eager. Where's the
catalyst needed to ignite Dave
Leahy? The freshman wizard has
the shooting repertoire and court
savvy to do it all! What about
Bronson?
As opposed to the mermen and
the cagers, the mat men had a
bitter-sweweek. Plagued by
in the 167
the lack of man-powand 177 the graplers took Capital
university into camp to the tune
0
Thursday evening. With
of
captain Bob Gove and Dick
Schori leading the way, Baum's
men atoned for the loss of the
Cagers to Cap.
Bolstered in the heavier weight
classes by Ed Hirshfield and Bob
Mulholland, the matmen were
shot down 26-- 8 by Oberlin on
Saturday. Although Gove lost a
close decision to Oberlin's 147
lb. conference champion, the team
was buoyed by the decisive win
of Dick Schori and Bard Roberts,
the big one and little one of Kenyon's wrestling world.
As in the case of many Kenyon
sports, men are lacking to the
wrestling squad. Calling all
d
and mentally
capable
young men, we have a very competent coach and high spirited
squad
so don't be shy. Uncle
Lester wants YOU!
Mr. Stiles, head football and
lacrosse coach has been appointed

encouraging note of the game
from the philosophic view of the
game was the resiliency manifested by Captain Ted Moody and
his rapid recovery from a near
K.O. by Paul Snyder of Capital to
sink the subsequent foul shots.
The impromptu
bout between
Moody and Snyder went far to
prove the axiom that a good big
man is better than a good little
man.
The following Saturday night,
the men of Wertheimer House
succumbed to a hot Denison five
before a partison Granville crowd.
Kenyon rooters found a silver
0
lining in the
defeat in the
sterling defensive and offensive
play of freshman guard Bob
Weidencoff. Combining with captain Ted Moody from the back
count, Weidencoff's aggresive ball
hawking and effective play making sparked an otherwise disappointing showing from the cagers.
Wednesday night at home, the
Lords were victims of no-hand
stage fright as they
7
by a strong
were spanked
Wittenberg team. On the fourth
day the Lords rested!
Having bowed to the cream of
the Ohio conference in their three
Falken-stine's
previous engagements,
emissaries of good will
continued their generous habits at
Hiram on Saturday night. Captain Ted Moody's brilliant foul
shooting and floor playing were
again much in evidence even
4
though the ragged
overtime
loss foretells no future good to
Kenyon basketball fortunes.
Moody's 22 points and Jerry
Looker's 16 points topped the
scoring column for the frustrated
Lords.
e
With the addition of
Steve Solier and
Bob Ramsey to the squad, the
faithful few fans of the Harcourt
have good reason to hope for re

2--
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BARNCORD
Shoe Repair

LEMASTERS

Mount Vernon's

NOTES
David Morgan and Mr.
Robert Jones have graduated
from Kenyon.
Mr.
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It has been rumored that edu
cation is equated with religion.
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University of Cincinnati will De
NCAA basketball champion, come
at Hobart college. The appoint- Chamberlain or high water. Kement effective as of July 1 nyon's basketball team will finish
record. Middletowr,
will find Mr. Stiles serving as with a
assistant football coach at Hobart will take the Ohio State baskealso. Sympathy is due to Ken- tball crown for the third straight
yon for her loss and congratula- year. And the most precarious
Kenyon's spectators will
tions to Mr. Stiles for his appoint- limb
become partisan in the near
ment.
Motto of a winning coach: future.
Stellar attraction for the comWinning starts with carefully
supervised work and progresses ing week should be the meeting
of the
Betas v.s.
with desire.
Motto of a Kenyon coach: You Alpha Delts.
guys ain't worth a
Predi(lec)tions: Tennis and la- Do Hoods Hop?
crosse bid fair to be power-house- s
(Continued from page one)
come spring with the addition of we both move onto something
promising freshmen to the large more essential, more of the enucleus of experienced lettermen. ssence of the thing.
Q: What?
La Putain
H: Such as, Sophomore Class
(Continued from page two)
president, Sam Hough, expects to
"Neurosis, you sing, Mother of have a good time .. . but then he
the Muses . . .
always does.
"The poet gives this moment
Q: Are you going to shave and
and that is all. Poetry is humaniget a hair cut, Sam?
zing, not civilizing. It ollows men
H: Bark, bark.
to survive in the only world they
know
the world of themselves."
The essay as a whole lacks
strong development, and is hindered by distracting attempts at
humor, but its few good ideas are
37 Public Square
refreshing, if not satiating. With
Mount Vernon, Ohio
all the writers that Shapiro mentions, one xoonders at his neglect
or Mann, the master-magicia- n
of
them all, but I suppose this would
have broken Shapiro's spell.
Mr. Shapiro himself has just
come out with a book of incantations called Poems of a Jew.
to fill the
of director
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